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EDUCATION
Royal College of Art, MA Design Product
MASTER OF ARTS_DESIGN PRODUCTS_2021

Final project grade: Excellent

NABA Nuova Accademia di Belle Arti Milano

EXPERIENCE & AWARDS
NEW CONTRACTS

2021
Exhibition design for the Royal College of Art’s
experience at the Brompton Design District LDF.

JONY IVE’S COLLECTION

2021
RESET is part of the RCA2021 platform through
the Collections curated by a range of artistists,
designers, curators, experts including Sir Jony Ive.

HELEN HAMLYN AWARD_runner up

FEBRUARY 2018 - JULY 2018
Design and prototyping of various lamps, including
the wall mounted version Plena, designed for
Foscarini.

BESTWAY®_WINNER

DECEMBER 2017 - MARCH 2018
The inflatable of 2020: Bestway is the leading
company in the field of inflatables, such as furniture
and entertainment.

TRINITATE®

POKÉMON SCHOLARSHIP_WINNER

DESIGN THINKING ON ROPEWAYS

2020

Giovanni’s design is the direct translation of a deep humancentered approach based on Design Thinking’s ethos. His products
are characterised by an inclusive usage as he strongly believes in
the “Design for All” future reality of the world.

DECEMBER 2019
Working on a conceptual backpack for O BAG with
the architect and designer Francesco Fusillo.

His latest experiences are focused on the recycling of harmful
materials. Through the designing of new circular economies, taking
advantages of the material technologies and characteristics to be
then introduced into new contexts giving this material new life.

EUGA DESIGN STUDIO_internship

2021
The Helen Hamlyn Design Awards recognise
the best RCA student projects that use design
to improve people’s lives. It is a competition that
rewards creativity in people-centred design
projects.
Giovanni Dipilato is a London based creative Product Designer
currently enrolled in the Product Design MA programme at the
Royal College of Art.

Firstly a Graphic Novelist, then a Jewellery Designer, he has a
multidisciplinary background in Fine Arts which still guides his
methodology within his industrial design production. These
experiences are reflected into Giovanni’s methodologies and the
final shapes, ergonomy and use of his products.

BACHELOR DEGREE IN DESIGN WITH HONORS_2017

FRANCESCO FUSILLO_collaboration

PREMIO NAZIONALE DELLE ARTI in
FLORENCE
OCTOBER 2018
Mention of honor in the “research” category, with
the thesis project “Design is Blind”.

CLAUDIO LARCHER_collaboration

SEPTEMBER 2018
Collaboration with architect Claudio Larcher for
the production and presentation of some of his
proposals for various companies.

I authorize the processing of my personal data in accordance with DLGS 196 of June 30, 2003 and art. 13 GDPR (EU regulation 2016/679) for the purpose of research and selection of personnel.

SEPTEMBER 2017
Collaboration with Trinitate group of Léon in Mexico.
Production of small home accessories currently in
production. “Luz” was exhibited during the Salone
del Mobile in Milan.
MAY 2017
Team project on the conceptualization of a futuristic
rope transport scenario on the occasion of the
International Ropeway Congress OITAF 2017.

SCHWARZKOPF®

APRIL 2017
Design of streamer stands and displays.

T12 LAB whit the coordination of SARA
RICCIARDI

APRIL 2016
Workshop “The Park of Wonders”, Fuorisalone
2016. Implementation of projects of environmental
sustainability and critical consumption using waste
materials.

Liceo Artistico Federico II
PRODUCT AND JEWELLERY DESIGN_2013

Jewel designer whilst learning construction
technics that often lead to internship with real
companies.

PROCESS SKILLS
Discover/Define

RESEARCH_Building Themes, Insight finding,
Personas, Interview, Journey maps, Storyboards,
Brainstorming, Inclusive approach.

Test and Analyse

Inclusive and adaptive approach in-loco and
remotely with both empathic and sympathetic
approaches.

Concept to Prototypes

My background as a graphic novelist led me to
a high quality series of concept art/sketches
representation. I do have deep knowledge in mold
and casting techniques, 3D printing systems and
traditional metal and wood techniques.

Strategy

Understanding people’s needs framing and
benchmarking the proposal throughout eye catchy
visuals > Video Making, storyboard creations and
photography.

PRACTICAL SKILLS
Rhino, Solidworks (3D CAD & Technical Drawing) Ultimaker Cura - Keyshot (Rendering) - Procreate
(Sketching) - Adobe Photoshop (Photo editing),
Illustrator (Brand identity & logo design), Indesign
(presentations, book design & visuals), Premier Model Making .

Curriculum Vitae ~ Giovanni Dililato ~ 2021

Sir Jony Ive

“

Exceptional, beautiful and profoundly connective
work.

“

The Pokemon Company

®

Not only is he highly proficient in design, modeling,
photography and description, but we also see an almost
story-like flow in the way he structures problems and
proposes his solutions.
The solutions themselves are also elegantly orthodox
while still adhering to a strong sense of aesthetics.
He shows his passion in finding comprehensive,
collaborative and accessible ideas for all in society
while taking environmental issues into consideration,
providing true insights on how to change people’s lives
for the better. We feel a particular comradery with Mr.
Dipilato in this respect.

https://2021.rca.ac.uk/collections/exceptional-beautiful-and-profoundly-connective-work
https://pokemon-scholarship.com/en.html

INDEX
RESET

_1/

make adaptive sports more inclusive
and accessible

CASCO

_2/

creating circular economies joining
tire rubber recycling processes and
indoor climbing

FREELANCING

_3/

making of an online landing page
characterised by renderings and
animations

IPO

_4/

an Interaction Design project around
a speculative future for VI swimmers.

BRYOSTRATE LAB

_5/

reclame more space in urban
environments for pollution
absorbent bryophytes

RESET

enhenced visually impaired tennis
4 months project
Tennis for visually impaired athletes is one the fastest growing
sports in the contemporary scenario for popularity and fun.
RESET is the direct answer to the thousands of specific needs
that such entertaining and new activity requests. The entire
project has involved exceptional experts in their own fields, from
charities foundations to members from the International Blind
Tennis Association (IBTA) as well as Inclusive sport development
advisors and World Champion athletes. RESET has been designed
throughout a series of tests with such incredible and talented
people in a range of four months time with the players, collecting
their feedback and considering the positive impacts that such
creations would have on sport and the individual’s life.
Key values
- Applying Design Thinking techniques to build themes from real insights
- Maturing long period relationships with real private entities
- User Testing based development of the project

GIOVANNI DIPILATO_RESET

_1/

RESET enhances the full athlete’s potential by providing an easy-to-track ball that increases the reactivity of the players from all
the categories. RESET aims to give a better understanding of the court’s spaces and the individual’s position in it through passive
vibrations which avoid the constant need for the players to rely on tactile lines.

VI TENNIS
BALLS + BRACELETS AND SENSOR

PEOPLE

VI & PARTIALLY SIGHTED / CONSTAT

How many?

2 million
In the UK

194,000

Inactive

Willing to try

Not in employment

54%

64%

73%

Londoners

SPORT

NEEDS

lack of information about
sporting opportunities

perception - a belief that people
with a visual impairment cannot
do sport.

inaccessible and inhospitable
facilities

WHAT WE WANT

lack of quality, adaptive
equipment

lack of competition and access to
competitive pathways

changing perception

improving availability and quality
of adaptive equipment

creating a local market for
adaptive equipment

creating more accessible and
welcoming environments

helping to keep participation
costs at a minimum

ON FIELD
RESEARCH
The existing balls are manufactured in Asia and their spongy material starts
deteriorating after just a few hours from the beginning of the usage and it
does impact the way balls bounce.

Monica’s face is pointing to a totally different direction
compared to where the ball is landing

The ball has in its core a series of rattles that make a peculiar sound when
it bounces on the floor, this means that players will never be able to react if
the ball doesn’t bounce on the court.

Last but not least, if the ball just makes a sound when it’s moving what
would happen if it stops rolling and I can’t find it? Will players always need
to rely on external volunteers and sighted entities?

LET’S WATCH A VIDEO!

CLICK HERE

Naqi struggling understanding its position on the court

One of the things that jumped out at me was the athletes’ struggles to understand their own position on the court. This is something that gets better overtime, but for beginners
it could result in falling on the net or side benches. Here we can clearly see Naqi (world champion) using the tennis racket to find the tactile line on the floor and despite his
experiences it tooks a couple of minutes for him with no help.

ORIENTATION

PROXIMITY FROM THE NET
THE FEEDBACK

SOURCE SIDE OF

PASSIVE FEEDBACK
INTENSITY

CONCEPTING
This phase is very important to me. It is the moment I start
putting down a series of ideas that will eventually bring me to
my users and testing solutions.
In this case, I was investigating a “spinning laser” sensor
located next to the tennis net’s pole. It will be synchronized
with two bracelets (one per wrist) emitting vibrations that will
increase the more the player is getting closer to the net (source
of vibration will vary depending on whether the player is on the
left or right hand side of the court). The goal of this iteration is
to limit the usage of technology to the very minimum and still
provide good quality feedback for the athletes.

Lidar laser

Raspberry Pi

Protective case

Tripod

how does it work?

CLICK HERE

PROPOSAL/
ORIENTATION
The spinning LIDAR sensor will detect moving objects in the
surrounding space (in this case, the players) and at the same time
will send feedback to the athlete’s bracelets. In the renderings
here we can see the specific internal structure of the sensor
and how it is supposed to be synchronized to the two vibrating
bracelets. The bracelets are characterised by two important
sides, the black one is entirely dedicated to the battery. The
yellow one is made out of foam, it is where the vibrations will
come from and it is the one in touch with our wrists.

Of course, behind this idea there are thousands
of different iterations with other typologies of
technology and tests. The really first simulations
with the athletes happened by simply using an
Arduino, ultrasonic sensors and 3D printed TPU
(bracelets) connected to micro vibration motors.
We can definitely say it has been the “embryo”,
low cost solution, for the final product.

Mockup test using Arduino

PCB board +
battery slot

Rattles

Acoustic egg

PROPOSAL / VI BALL
Friendly, compact, bright and INCLUSIVE!
The idea behind RESET’s Tennis Ball is to keep what it is working from the old models and improve some of the
aspects that were deeply impacting the sport and people. Never forget that RESET is not only involving fully blind
players but also partially sighted ones, in this case criterias like the different spectrum of colours are important.

In its core we can see an egg with rattles (mechanical sound when the ball bounces on surfaces) and a specific PCB
board entirely designed for the athletes (digital sound when the ball is flying).
Furthermore, a beeping system will activate when the players lose the track of the ball, this will allow them to
collect it even without the help of a sighted person.

how does it work?

CLICK HERE

Definitely one of my favourite steps, the iteration is a phase full of responsibilities. It is the moment that precedes the user tests, the
moment where everything must be documented and scientifically punctual. In this case, I’ve been focussing on materials research and
hacking existing technologies to create the “beeping system” and extend the lifespan of the foam creating a satisfactory trajectory for
the ball and its bounce.

BUILD IT, TEST IT, ITERATE

USER TEST
AND CRITERIAS
Monica’s face is pointing to the ball
even before its landing
Evidence showed a huge change in the sport itself. Players were pointing
their face to the ball even before it landed and it will definitely change the
way blind athletes play/train. It will deeply impact the muscular memory of
the players for a positive revolution to a faster and less static activity. It also
showed a major inclusivity when athletes started collecting the ball without
the help of any volunteer.

Naqi autonomously collecting the ball

Does the created solution enable self confidence?
Does the player react faster?
Does the player collect the ball autonomously?
Does the player reduce the number of bounces to get the ball?
Does the number of rallies increase with the new iterations?
Does the player read its opponent’s position in the court?
Does the player increase its orientation?
What is the impact of an additional acoustic feedback?
How the new solutions change the player’s muscular memory?
Does the created prototypes enable a bigger size tennis court?
Does the new iteration create a fairer competition?

Naqi autonomously stops running one meter before
reaching the tennis net

I have iterated around acoustic feedback that we eventually changed into vibrations . Here is Naqi involved in one of our fist tests…
he is running and stopping one meter before reaching the tennis net after autonomously feeling vibrations from the bracelets. In these
pictures, we can see a series of ultrasonic sensors lying on the net. They are then connected to an arduino with long wires linking the
main board to the player’s bracelets.

how does it work?

CLICK HERE

USER TEST - THE SENSOR

The iteration is a never ending process. Collecting feedback was the key point for this project, but it is a bit tricky as well. There was a difference between what the athletes
said and what they actually did. My role as a designer was to document and film every single serve, rally and game with cameras and GoPro. When back to the office then, it
was my responsibility to make a deep analysis of the footage and blend my investigation with the received feedback.

FEEDBACK -> IMPLEMENTATION

how does it work?

CLICK HERE

Have a look at the videos here to have a better understanding about RESET and how both VI Balls and Sensor are working. Here we can
see the final Storyboard I made before actually filming a world champion athlete using the ultimate prototypes. It was tremendously
significant to have the clearest idea in mind before actually taking pictures and videos.

how does it work?

CLICK HERE

STORYBOARD

_2/
CASCO

creates circular economies from rubber recovery

CASCO is a proposal for a large scale production climbing panel
for indoor gyms, characterised by a soft and elastic surface using
the crumb rubber properties mixed to a sustainable binder.
The mold and casting system would allow a countless varieties of
textures and shapes as well as colours achievable with different
granules. Casco fulfills the needs and desires of all the kinds of
athletes, from amateurs to professionists. This product will open
up to three different and suistainable afterlife scenarios.

Key values
- designing the lifespan of a product
- study of a real lifecycle
- testing the limits of the material
- achieving experts in the sector

GIOVANNI DIPILATO_CASCO

3 months project

Aetolia VZ srl.

Issues

Acrylic

PVC

Natural Latex
C5H8

Environmental
229.41 GgCO2eq
greenhouse gases emission.*

Anti-vibration
solutions

Soundproofing

* 72.7% from the average annual
GHGs emission from the cultivation
of rubber trees from cradle to grave
in Malaysia in 2011.

Syntetic Latex

Anti-shock

Sound
absorption

Sports
sector

Cloth tapes

Removing the
metal circles

Gaffer tapes

Ink

Labour

Botanist, chemist

Natural seeds

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
SA 8000

Chemical Reactions

Polyethylene
applied on the
fabbric

Nursery trees

Bud grafting
one year

Tire granules

2

Energy
consumption

Planting

150 trees are planted per acre

Impact on
animals
lives

Energy
consumption

Depending on the final
product

Water
consumption

Pulverizing
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Tire
production
process

Tapping
Shaved bark and cutting

Labour

Chemical industry

Latex collection

Each tapping takes about
three hours and produces less
than a cup of latex.

Wire manufacture
Wire calender

Technicians
quality control

Bias cutter and sheet
calender

Tire building machine
Curing press

Water estraction
Crub-like material

Balance
Mastication
process

Force variation
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Force variation

Adding acids

Spraying calcium
carbonate and
solvents

Packed

Packed
Shipped

Future applications

Packed

Glue, Tires, Toys, Shoes, Condoms, Gloves, Catheters, Balloons, Some medical tubing,Elastic thread, VFX etc...
Recycling
Recyclable

Tire repairer

100% biodegradable

Collection

Consortium

34%

23%

39%
Europe 2016

Energy
Recovery

Feedstock
Recycling

Pyrolysis

Blast Furnace

Gasification

Hydrogenation

Crumb rubber

Manufacture

Harmful
substances
removal

Different
thicknesses

chemical
agents
Energy
consumption

Technical
control and
aging room
Energy
consumption

Issues section
1

Energy
consumption

Slitter cutting
machine

first crushing

Wooden
pallets

Quality
check

The tire
Technicians quality control

Ex. Mattresses

5%

Water
consumption

Final product in rolls

Plastic
coating
film

Shipped

Disposal

Regrind/ Thermoplastic
Powdering reprocessing

ScuffPods

compacted into bales

Technicians quality
control

Rebonding Compression
moulding

Energy fuel

Energy
consumption

Energy
consumption

Notching

compacted into bales

Balls

Landfield

Energy
consumption

X-ray

Vulcanization

Drying machine
Sent to smoke houses

Dynamic stiffness
MN/m3 66
apparent
Resonance
Hz 91
frequency
Attenuation of the dB 21
level of
stamping
Thermal
W/mK 0,1226
conductivity
Heat resistance m2 K/W 0,033
Thermal
W/m2 K 30,30
transmittance
Rubber
Kg/m3 750
density
Rubber
mm 4
thickness
Sustainability
100 %

Machines producer

Adding butadiene
C4H6

Extrusion dryer

Remolding

Private entity

Rewinder machine

Material properties

Computer machinery

Creaming
technique

Water
consumption

Lamination
process

Energy
consumption

Landfill

Energy
fuel

Chemical
Recycling

chemical
agents
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Tank truck shipment to the industry

Adding natural
rubber/latex

Bead
construction

Wire cutter

Fabrique calender

At the end of a rubber trees’ useful life, the
wood is used to make furniture and souvenirs.

Liquid latex concentrate

Steppers

Mechanical
Recycling

Repair and
re-use

Fabrique manufacture

Adding ammonia, formaldehyde
or formic acid

Logging 10 to 20 y/o

Energy
consumption

Steel

Asphalt

Molded
products

Surfaces

Mixing natural
and synthetic
rubber

Mechanical
press

Textile industry

Coagulating prevention

Provides chemicals and stimulants
increasing productivity

Vapour
production

Steel industry

Technicians
quality control

Playgrounds,
Athletic surfaces
NUMAT

Unwinder
machine

polyurethane
resins

Binders and
adhesives

Technicians
quality
control

New tree with better properties.

Centrifugal force
evaporation
machinery

Water
consumption

black is
separated from
the gas stream

Cutting down rain forests

Pulled bead wires
Processed wires
Fibers for carpets,
fillers and fuel

Energy
consumption

Unwinder
machine

Fabric filter

Logging

Recycling the
recycled

Co-polymer coated
rayon fabric

Heat
exchangers
and direct
water sprays

Cold
technique

Final check

Carbon black

Tree stimulant

Hot
technique

Adding
glue

Vulcanization

Processes

Agricultural industry

Closing
holes

Band
application

Second
crushing
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Hydrocarbon
fuel such as oil
or gas

Different sizes
granules

First crushing

1

Fire furnace

Remolding

Storage

Founded in 2012 the Fair Rubber Association strives for the improvement of working and living
conditions of the primary producers of natural rubber.

Product

Inspection
Repair

Potential

Recycling
Locations
Thailand, Indonesia,
Malaysia, India, China,
Africa, Vietnam, Latin
America, Sri Lanka,
Philippines, Others

Finishing

Creation

Others

Tires

Raw materials
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Synthetic rubber

Products

Synthetic rubber

Hazards

Harvesting

Natural rubber

Natural rubber

Shipped

Second crushing

Illegal dealers

6

2

Packaging
Plastic
coating
film

Non-retractable tires

Authorized dealers

Air pollution

Cardboard
boxes

Cement plant

Air pollution

Third crushing

Separation of
materials

Shipping

Elements and
Confused,
geological impact

aren’t you?
Final outcome
Irregular surface,
Writable on it
Textile industries
Steel industries
Rubber-based
Isolgran
no
Aeco
zero its extraction,
Aecomfort stationery,
Ex. Isolbaend
Aesoft deep
We have been told to select a random material, something that for us is considered
valuable, and then to investigate
digging
really
into
production
and
process.
water proof,
and recycling
Easy to
materials
vibro
LD
25
RK
industries
vinyl repair, protecting,
remove, low
andmonths
bundling.
residue
9 listed a series of
I’ve been in contact to several entities working in every single step of the latex manufacturing chain, this has led to a real and profound analysis of it. In two
of research,
I’ve then
problems I found in every single part of this process in a sort of constellation.
Disposal
Private entities

-In the rainy season, wastewater ponds will be flooded and the wastewater will flow to the
neighboring agricultural areas. This causes complaints from farmers in the vicinity area
affected by the flood.
-Low rubber prices also have an impact on the wages of rubber tappers at large-scale
estates or at small-holder farms. Companies and smallholders struggle to pay tappers a
minimum wage, let alone a living wage. Typical issues include inadequate safety standards,
inappropri-ate use of toxic chemicals, discrimination and structural long working hours, child
labor and issues with migrant workers.
-Rubber tappers are daily or permanent workers at large-scale estates or at smallholder

3

4

5

farms. The Indonesian Rubber Research Institute (IRRI) investigated tapping wages compared
to the legal minimum wages in Indonesia.
-The conversion of tropical rainforest into large-scale mono-culture planta-tions has an
important negative impact on biodiversity and results in erosion affecting the quality and
quantity of ground- and surface water over a much larger area than the plantation.
-In the production process, fresh rubber latex collected in a pool is diluted with water and
mixed with formic acid to form solidified tofu-like slabs. These slabs are then transported in a
water rail to a squeezing mahine. These processes are cause of wastewater.
-The ammonia is removed from the skim latex and H2SO4 is added to recover the rubber. The
skim latex and wastewater from that process contain pollutants and other substances.
-The ammonia causes strong smell in the environment. This can have adverse effects on
workers’ health, especially the respiratory system.
-Mixing can be either by internal mixing or external/open mill mixing which have very different
safety problems. The greatest hazard at internal mixers is during maintenance and cleaning,
including, clearing of blockages. A lot of reported injuries at extrusion lines occur at haul-offs
downstream. The main mechanical hazards at calenders are caused by nips between the
rolls, for both the rubber and fabric feed.
-The risk of entanglement and shear trapping hazards at dough mixers should be controlled
by having interlocking lids, and/or interlocking enclosing guards.
-The petrochemical feedstocks used as raw materials may be emitted in low concentrations
in wastewater, as fugitive gaseous emissions, or in solid residues
-Possible link is being investigated between contact with organic vapors such as benzene,
butadiene, and styrene encountered in synthetic rubber production plants and reported
cases of cancer. Cases of lymphosarcoma have been reported in SBR production workers.
-These operations present a number of significant hazards, including those associated with
entry into confined spaces; shot blasting; use of flammable and/or toxic solvents; and use of
pressure vessels. Injection moulding machines tend to operate at faster speeds and on shorter
cycle times than compression/transfer moulding, which effectively increases the potential risk to

Packaging

Shipping
Energy/fuel

-The rapid expansion that took place in 2008 and 2011 resulted in a variety of environmental
and social issues including illegal deforestation and land right conflicts.
-Smallholders who are not able to convert their resources may be forced to sell their land with
severe consequences for their livelihood. Farmers are generally unaware of the prices in the
international markets when delivering their harvest at the processing factories.
-Many of the rubber compounding additives are fire sensitive. Design dust extraction and
collection systems for use with potentially explosive dusts. Good housekeeping will minimise
the risk of secondary dust explosions.
-Logging woods is also a source of energy for industries. The mass concentration of the
smoke particles was found to depend strongly on the moisture content of the wood. These
particles from rubberwood burning are found to contain 10-100 times higher portion than in
the ambient. Rubberwood burning is a serious emission source.
-Due to change of natural flora and fauna, biological control by the predators is very limited.
Certain plants e.g. tea and eucalyptus act as alternate host of certain pathogens. For that
reason, barriers with other species should be raised between those plantations.
-The tire industry has for many years focused on other sustainability issues such as rolling
resistance and recycling and less on responsible sourcing.
-Fugitive emissions of gaseous organic compounds are possible from virtually all of the
processes associated with the industry. Information was not available on the quantity of
vapors emitted. Other gaseous emissions arise from solvent and monomer recovery processes
and from drying of the rubber product.

6

the operator from mechanical hazards.
-Mechanical hazards, particularly at mixers, extruders, calenders, cutters, and curing presses;
health hazards, particularly exposure to rubber fume during compounding, calendering,
extrusion, and curing; noise, particularly at bias cutters, mills, mixers, wire twisting and
braiding machines, bead making machines, tyre test rigs; hazards associated with use of
steam at curing presses, and compressed air at inflation testing machines; manual handling
of tyre carcasses and cured tyres, particularly truck and earthmover tyres.
-Burning of the fresh rubberwood auses a high concentration of smoke particles in the gas.
Due to poor ventilating systems, these particles cloud the workspace in the factories of
rubber. These then are the main cause of environmental prblems concern to the residents of
cities nearby.

-Water in the rubber sheet fomration containers, transporting of te rubber sheets
in a water rail to the squeezing machine, spraying of the rubber sheets during the
squeezing process, and washing of the containers and factory floor are the main
cause of waterwaste (5.2-13.4 m3). The impact of these industries is on an average of
35m3 per day.
-Materials which may be emitted during the manufacturing process include all of
the catalysts, initiators, modifiers, etc. which are added in small quantities in various
processes.

7
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-Tires contain high levels of potential pollutants such as zinc and chlorine. If they’re
burned in mixed-fuel facilities or without proper safeguards we have a big mess.
-Illegal dumping sites are an even bigger problem, since they don’t comply with State
regulations and, by their nature, are not monitored. About half the tires are reused,
recycled, or used as fuel--the rest are taken to landfills or are illegally dumped.

Of course it is not something they will tell you but studying their machines and the processes
they do it is clear that the main concernment are about the energy and water consumption.
Talking with the engineer from Valli Zabban Spa. he told me that there is alway a way to save
water or reuse it for other purposes in their company. For instance, water used for washing
rubber is then used as a vapor in others machines.Looking at the meaning of their certifications
it is evident how this company is one of the leading in this sector regarding health and safety
and environmental impacts. On the other hand, I still have doubts about the recyclability of
their product at the end of their life cycle. Even though it is not their responsibility, there must
be something we can improve in it. About the production of adhesive tapes instead, it is clear
that the more processes you have, the more impact you will get. From the usage of chemicals
passing through the huge amount of energy consumption (due to the machines) it is clear
that this sector has also problems of recycling at the end of the life cycle.

CONSTELLATION OF RUBBER

-The huge amount of produced latex every year is mainly exported through transport ships.
This sector, as well as the air traffic, has been drastically increasing during the last twenty
years. At the beginning of 2020, the IMO organization has been constrict to release a new
regulation in order to reduce the amount sulfur in ship fuel.
-Water effluents can be categorized into three types of wastes. They are: 1) utility wastes such
as cooling tower blowdown, 2) process waste streams such as the decant water from solvent

9

As I was told by the engineer Silipo Massimo, once their material reach its fine life cycle step
there are different evaluations to be made. First of all it is important to understand if the
material is cleaned enough in order to be used again for the panels production. It is important
for both reasons, environmental and for a safety issue we could find into the machines they
use in the industry. If the material is not suitable again, the final user must be in contact with

PROBLEMS

23

%

disposed of or reused in ground up for rubber applications
like sports fields and road pavement, and other wellintentioned efforts, but these methods can contaminate
soil and groundwater

46%

are disposed of through incineration. Which alone means up
to 18 million metric tons of CO2 emissions

The constellation highlighted crucial moments of the rubber and tyre production structure which needs a repentine intervention in several
points. This slide shows some data and pain points which helped me define the context and scale of intervention. The majority of the
problems are around the really high amount of valuable contaminated material that ends up in landfills or cement plants. It also suggests
the necessity of keeping the granules of crumb rubber binded with natural and repairable components in a large scale usage.

15%
end up in landfills, contributing to issues of soil deterioration
and a diminishing availability of space to continue such
dumping

130M

11%

are shredded for use in civil engineering applications like
road and landfill construction, though these applications
again come with concerns of soil and water pollution

DIFFICULTY IN REUSING CONTAMINATED MATERIALS
(ex. BINDED WITH POLYURETHANE RESINS)

290M

numbers of tyres ending up in cement plants

tyres produced in one year (USA)

HIGH DEMAND OF THIS MATERIAL
AT EVERY STAGE OF ITS PROCESS
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RUBBER
LET’S USE A LOT OF CRUMB
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WHY CLIMBING?
Talking to several climbers it was clear that they
need a more grippy surface maintaining that kind
of sandy texture on the wall. The most of the time,
very porous surfaces can cause easy scratches as
well as serious deterioration of the sole of shoes.
Climbing needs different colours to show routes
and difficulties within the activity. Crumb rubber
is the ideal partner for climbers. Considering the
different value and complexity that walls makers
have in their production, Casco is proposing
countless options for the clients. From the cheapest
finishing to the most complex mold, Casco can
fulfill customers necessities and possibilities with
a variety of textures and themes. The crumb rubber
granules can create different solutions applying
different sizes in strategic grippy point of the
surfaces.
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1 Rock surface panel_CASCO Standard
Pain points for climbers_causing scratches and
deterioration of the shoes
Different densities of material achieved by using
different crumb rubber granules
CASCO keeps the same traditional manufacturing
techniques of a standard climbing wood panel
Experiments of climbing holds with different
shapes and densities
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MAKING OF CASCO
The CASCO panel keeps the same original
techniques as the tradition suggests. Following the
chats with some climbing wall manufacturers and
reading important technical books, I’ve designed
the perfect structure to support an easy-toassemble crumb rubber surface. It prevents the
direct contamination of surfaces, repairable and
safe for all the climbers around the world.

1 CASCO negative plaster mold
2 Casting of crumb rubber with multiple granules
3 Silicone mold of the climbing holds
4 CASCO holds_prototypes
5 Screws
6 Crumb rubber molded sheet
7 Plywood sheet
8 Steel frame
9 Bolds

1200mm

PROTOTYPED PANEL

This is the prototype of a single modular panel with a rock-like surface made out of
two different granules mixed to a natural binder. The tests have been highlighting an
enhanced grip when the panel is in contact with climbing shoes. This time, the chances
of getting scratched are zero. Casco is the evolution of climbing as a sport activity in
indoor gyms.

FREELANCING
Renderings and Web design
4 days project

I’ve recently been involved in a series of different collaborations
with startups looking for their own identities. In the next slides,
you’ll see a range of renderings regarding a keyboard which sets
the stage for a more sustainable and fair future for third world
countries and people, allowing everyone to have basic computing
for cheap.
Key values
- understanding client’s need and aesthetical view
- take over a project which have been ideated by third parties
- dealing with really tight deadlines
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RENDERINGS
Those are three renderings which are part of my personal proposal of a landing page. I’ve taken these pictures in a session
of a studio photoshoot with a model. I’ve then edited the rendered keyboard on a piece of cardboard that the model was
grabbing. This system was really useful to keep the real dimensions of the device on a photorealistic rendering.

LANDING PAGE
PROPOSAL

landing page mockup

CLICK HERE

Here is the landing page, it is a page mainly intended to inform people about the features of the
product and guide them through the purchasing process. The page is characterised by renderings and
animations to showcase the interactions users will have over the setting-up of the keyboard. The
website has been created for real using Wix.

IPO

Interaction Design
X
visually impaired swimming
3 months project
IPO is the iPhone App for visually impaired swimmers. It uses the
existing device’s technology in order to send sound feedback to
athletes who want to improve their swimming performances. The
safety of the device is guaranteed by a waterproof belt applied
on the swimmers torso.

Key values
- working with sounds experts
- designing an App for coaches and athletes
- interaction design project
- user tests

Mention of merit at the Premio
Nazionale delle arti in Florance

GIOVANNI DIPILATO_IPO
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The experience with Mr. Cusati showed all the difficulties for a blind swimmer over the activity. The orientation among lanes is indeed a
serious issue, it impacts the discipline by frequently losing time in a sport where being fast is crucial.
Blind swimmers are then hit by a tapper who indicates the end of the swimming pool. From various perspectives, this is still an invasive
and rudimental technique which will be easily bypassed by using IPO.
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OBSERVATION

step 1

BELT_THE PRESENT
IPO is a long term project divided into two main trajectories. On this slide, we can see what has
been NOW tested with athletes and iterated with sound engineers. IPO is mainly characterised by a
waterproof belt which allows blind swimmers to take their smartphones with them during the whole
sessions of training and race. The device will help swimmers correct their directions. After having set the
phone and activated the Ipo App, the athletes can easily protect the device inside the pocket. Let’s now
have a look at what the App does...

step 2

ipo_App
1

2

4

Coach

Swimmer
3
1 Coach’s perspective_One swimmer mode
2 Coach’s perspective_Three swimmers mode
3 Swimmer’s perspective
4 Ipo_Digital Prototype

Using the existing technology inside the smartphone, the App can tell the athletes when to correct their trajectory between the floating lines. It is also a source of data for coaches over their pupils’ performances collecting useful insights. It does include a digital “tapper”, coaches
just push a button that produces a ringing feedback for the athletes while swimming. The mock-up simulator of the Ipo App has been created on Max MSP, it helped us make a virtual solution to test with swimmers. The App is mainly structured around three indicators: a compass,
an orientation button and a digital Tapper. When an athlete’s trajectory is changing drastically from a straight line, the app sends acoustic feedback to the swimmer who is wearing bluetooth headphones over the activity.

IPO’s FUTURE TRAJECTORY
In order to ensure a fairer and autonomous activity for the
visually impaired swimmers, I’ve designed a set of waterproof
bone transmission headphones with no need to take additional
smartphones and devices in the water. It will be worn underneath
the swimming cup which will ensure its complete safety.

PCB board including
gyroscope sensor,
bluetooth and battery

how does it work?

CLICK HERE
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BRYOSTRATE LAB
4 months project

The Bryostrate Lab is a workshop designed for a vast range of
people who want to learn about moss and nonvascular plants
through a strong hands-on activity which aims to reclaim more
space for such incredible species in valuable urban environments.

Key values
- Designing a workshop during a pandemic
- Remotely working with charity foundations
- Approaching mulidisciplinar experts

GIOVANNI DIPILATO_BRYOSTRATE LAB

Sustainable design, Product Design Online Workshop

PROBLEMS

SOLUTION

“Every day 90 per cent of inhabitants in cities breathe polluted air, causing
death and disease. The major components of air pollution are nitrogen
oxide, ozone and especially fine dust, or particulate matter, all of which
shorten our life span.”

in LONDON
A quarter of roads in inner London
exceed the legal limit for (NO2)

9000

premature deaths each year are caused by
long term exposure to air pollution.

The most vulnerable groups like children,
older people and those with heart
and respiratory conditions are most
affected.

»

Indicators of
environmental toxins,
CO2, nitrogen oxide , HM
and dust.

Up from 20-30 times
their weight. Highly
effective on arsenic.

Comparison between a bare wall
and green wall found 34% energy
savings in the building and it was
12°C cooler in summer.

From 2dB for each
10mm of soil depth
up to100mm

14 billion tons

Bryophytes take up approximately
of carbon dioxide and fix approximately 50 million tons of nitrogen per year.

THE WORKSHOP
with Global Generation

Through an educative introduction of what bryophytes
are, the participants will learn where and how moss
naturally grows and the amazing series of properties
that we can put to use in our everyday environments.
The second stage of the workshop is entirely
dedicated to the making of a Bryostrate block, where
to transplant and grow moss on. It intends to convert
theory into practice by teaching moulding and casting
techniques that people can apply in different ways.
The Bryostrate Lab gives basic knowledge around
bryophytes species to practitioners. It underlines
the importance of those species during primary and
secondary succession, especially the air and water
filtration’s properties and benefits. The workshop
finalizes with a deep reflection of where those objects
could be placed depending on the number of produced
pieces and available surfaces. This inevitably starts
a series of thoughts around the concept of scale and
how effective are our responses on both physical/
mental health and environment.

making the Bryo blocks
DIY instruction book

With Global Generation and their Young Generators, it has been possible the creation of small physical responses to climate challenges that we face nowadays. Understanding the limits
and possibilities of their creations, the participants will acquire knowledge of bryophytes species and how to transplant them. Generators have developed environmental awareness and
reclamation of urban environments by learning simple mold and casting techniques that children can use in their future lives for thousands of different purposes and personal uses.

Instructions

WORKSHOP

ONLINE
WORKSHOP

6 CHILDREN

2 TUTORS

1 SAFETY
RESPONSABLE

growth process of moss

Here we can see three blocks made by the young generators in the shape of a totem. It indicates the gradual evolution of their masterpieces
over the time and how moss settles and reproduces over the seasons. On right instead, a picture of where Global Generation could potentially
install the totems as a protective barrier from noise and pollution absorption purposes.

context

INSTALLING

PORTFOLIO
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